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Foreword

An important research activity in aerodynamics involves the
dynamics and stability of rotorcraft vortex wakes. This report
summarizes recent work on rotorcraft aerodynamics involving novel
methods for rotor free wake calculations. This research contributes
to improved prediction of rotorcraft performance and vibratory
loading in forward flight and in hover.

A new method called Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM)
was developed. ANM is a hybrid analytical and numerical method
that achieves accurate results by combining a low resolution
numerical solution with a high resolution analytical solution. ANM
has some features in common with the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. Although ANM was originally developed for
a specific problem, the method has proven to be of a general nature.
The initial application of ANM to the rotor wake problem shows the
method to be accurate and to provide a significant reduction in
computation time.

The use of ANM also introduces the opportunity to develop
new solution strategies for free wake calculations, including Far-Field
Linearization and Periodic Inversion. These methods afford the
means to obtain accurate solutions over the entire flight regime,
particularly in the difficult transition region between hover and low
speed flight.

Finally, work involving applications of ANM has led to a
scheme that represents vortex filament dynamics by a hierarchy of
nested problems of varying resolution joined by matching solutions.
This approach, called ANM with Pyramiding (ANM/P), has reduced
calculation times by more than a factor of twenty in some sample
problems.
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Problem Statement

Free wake calculations which allow the wake vorticity field to
evolve in free motion are the most accurate and physically correct
approach to rotorcraft aerodynamics. From their inception, however,
these calculations have faced difficulties, including the inadequacy of
over simplified models of the wake, excessive computer time,
questionable numerical accuracy, and convergence problems. As a
result, ongoing research still has. the objective of having free wake
methods achieve their potential for rotorcraft engineering. However,
there has been considerable recent 'progress. In particular, it is now
apparent that a full-span computational treatment of the blade wake
is necessary. Therefore, modern free wake analyses must deal with
the motion of large, complete vorticity fields in order to be accurate.

The high resolution analysis of multi-blade, full-span free
wakes of extended length is a significant challenge even for modern
computational capabilities. In practice, there is a need to reduce the
computer time of free wake calculations by at least one or two orders
of magnitude. There is also a need to render free wake formulations
more compatible with calculation methods for blade dynamics and
aerodynamics. Finally, there is a need ,o explore free-wake methods
that are not subject to instability in low speed flight and hover.

This research contract addressed the above issues and made
significant improvements in the state-of-the-art by the development
of novel new methods. The main subjects addressed were as follows:

- Development of Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM), a
new general approach to address numerical resolution and
accuracy problems.

- Development of Far-Field Linearization, a method of
simplifying far-field contributions in a rotorcraft wakes.

- Development of Periodic Inversion, a time independent
quasi-linear procedure for evolving rotorcraft wake
solutions.

- Development of Solution Pyramiding as an extension of
ANM to greatly reduce computation time for a given
"problem size.

Each of these four important results are described in greater
detail in the next section. Also, Appendices A, B, and C contain three
relevant papers that have been presented on these subjects.



Summary of Important Results

"* Analytical/Numerical Matching
Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) is a hybrid technique

that combines analytical and numerical solutions by a matching
procedure. ANM allows a global low-resolution numerical solution
and a local high-resolution analytical solution to be combined
formally by asymptotic matching to construct an accurate composite
solution. Both the numerical and analytical solutions are simpler and
more easily obtained than the solution of the original problem, and
the overall solution procedure. is more efficient computationally than
a direct approach to the original problem. In addition, the ANM
approach has the ability to provide a high degree of spatial
resolution in local areas without great computational burden.

Analytical/Numerical Matching was developed by Professor
Donald Bliss at Duke University. The method has been applied to
several problems in vortex dynamics, aerodynamics, and acoustics.
These problems include: evaluation of the Biot-Savart integral for a
vortex filament 1 ,2 ; the behavior of a vortex filament very near a
surface 3,4 ; vortices cut by a rotor disk 5 ; the roll-up of a two-
dimensional vortex sheet 6; an aerodynamic panel method 7; and most
recently to acoustic radiation and structural acoustic scattering 8 . In
all these cases, very accurate solutions were obtained with a
dramatic reduction in computational cost (factors of three to a
hundred). Ongoing work considers the application of ANM to
problems of unsteady compressible aerodynamics. Although, some
new issues and difficulties may arise due to the propagating nature
of solutions, there appears to be no fundamental reason why ANM
cannot be applied to this case.

ANM is closely related to the method of Matched Asymptotic
Expansions (MAE). 9,10 MAE allows certain classes of problems having
two disparate physical length scales to be divided into two simpler
problems. The ratio of the two scales forms a small parameter. A
series expansion is used to separate the problem into an "outer"
problem, associated with the large scale, and an "inner" problem
associated with the small scale. These problems are solved
separately and combined using asymptotic matching to form a
composite solution. The composite solution is the outer solution plus
the inner solution minus the matching solution. The matching
solution is the inner limit of the outer solution (or the outer limit of
the inner solution). In the outer region the matching solution cancels
the inner solution, whereas in the inner region it cancels the outer
solution. The proper transition between regions requires an
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"overlap" region, which will exist if the procedure is done correctly to
an appropriate problem.

ANM is related to the method of Matched Asymptotic
Expansions (MAE), 9,10 but it differs in several important ways. The
goal of ANM is to find an accurate solution to a physical problem
having small scales or rapid variations that challenge the accuracy of
the numerical method. In ANM, an artificial smoothing of the
physical problem is introduced. The smoothing length scale must be
larger than the scale associated with the numerical discretization,
thereby assuring that the numerical solution of the smoothed
problem is very accurate. However, the actual problem has a
physical length scale smaller than the numerical discretization. The
local region associated with the small scale is solved separately
(usually analytically, but perhaps numerically) as an inner problem
that captures the small scales and rapid variations. This inner
problem, because of its idealizations, becomes increasingly invalid
with increasing distance from the local region of rapid change.

The numerical problem and the local problem are combined by
asymptotic matching. This approach requires a matching solution
that is similar to the inner problem but solved with the smoothing
imposed. The composite solution is then given by the low-resolution
global numerical solution plus the high resolution local solution
minus the matching solution, namely:

COMPOSITE SOLN. = LOW RESOLUTION NUMERICAL SOLN.
+ HIGH RESOLUTION LOCAL SOLN.
- SMOOTHED LOCAL MATCHING SOLN.

In the local region, the matching solution subtracts away the
local error associated with the smoothed numerical solution, leaving
the local solution. Far from the local region, the local solution and the
matching solution cancel, since they become identical beyond the
smoothed region. For the method to work well, the smoothing must
be chosen to achieve an overlap so that the transition zone between
the local and numerical solutions is accurate.

"The application of ANM to the calculation of a rotorcraft wake
velocity field using the Biot-Savart law proceeds as follows (refer
also to Figure 1). First, a low resolution numerical calculation of the
velocity field is achieved by summing over discrete values of the
Biot-Savart integrand, which is the simplest possible approximation
of the Biot-Savart law. This approach is similar to the use of vortex
particles or vortons, but the vortex particle formula is modified
mathematically to produce a smoothing effect similar to a very large
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(fat) vortex core. When summing the smoothed vortex particles, it
can be shown that, if the cores of adjacent particles overlap slightly,
the discrete numerical result accurately simulates a continuous fat
core filament. This fact allows for the very efficient calculation of a
smoothed fat core flow field by the simplest possible means. If
taken alone, this result gives an accurate answer to the wrong
problem because the core is too fat.

The solution can then be corrected analytically to remove the
smoothing effect and restore the proper core structure. The local
solution for the velocity field in the vicinity of a curve filament can
be obtained analytically. At the 'point on the filament nearest the
point of evaluation, two overlaid curved arc solutions are added to
the numerical result. One solution consists of an arc with the
correect core size and the other consists of a fat core arc with the
opposite sign circulation.

Referring to Figure 1, for the portion of the filament nearest
the point of evaluation, the opposite sign fat core arc cancels the fat
core numerical solution in the nearfield, leaving the contribution of
the arc with the correct core size. For the potion of the filament far
away from the point of evaluation, and beyond the egge of the fat
core, the two analytical arc solutions cancel each other leaving the
numerical solution, which is correct at points beyond the fat core
distance. The procedure to construct the solution in this case can be
stated concisely as:

COMPOSITE SCLN. = FAT CORE NUMERICAL SOLN.
+ ACTUAL CORE ANALYTICAL ARC SOLN.
- FAT CORE ANALYTICAL ARC SOLN.

The detailed results presented in Appendices A and B show
that this procedure, when properly implemented, leads to very
accurate solutions with computation time reduced by approximately
a factor of three. The reduction in computer time arises largely from
the relative simplicity of the numerical solution, which is responsible
"for most of the computational burden. The analytical corrections are
relatively simple, computationally inexpensive, and fairly easy to
implement.



Far Field Linearization
A problem with traditional free wake methods is that a large

amount of computer time is spent calculating the effect of vortex
elements relatively far from the point of evaluation. The ANM
approach described above provides a formal distinction between
near-field and far-field effects.

In physical terms, the far field induces a smooth slowly
varying velocity field on the point of evaluation, whereas the near
field is asscoiated with rapid changes and strong interactions. By the
appropriate choice of scales, the numerical fat core free wake and the
(opposite sign) fat core arc solution constitute the effective far-field
solution by virtue of their smoothed, slowly varying nature. The
analytical actual core arc solution, which is the remaining part of the
composite solution, is entirely responsible for the strong, typically
nonlinear, near-field effects. The fact that the near-field/far-field
distinction arises naturally in the ANM method allows for the
implementation of a formally correct procedure to perform partially
linearized wake calculations.

The velocities induced by the far field are spatially linearized
about some initial configuration using a truncated Taylor series in
the wake position variables. As the wake evolves in time, the far-
field velocities are approximated by evaluating the resulting linear
expression, rather than recomputing the exact particle velocities
from the Biot-Savart law. Note that this process involves only a
matrix-vector multiplication. The linearized wake is re-used until
the wake has evolved to the point where it is no longer accurate, at
which time the wake is relinearized. Helicopters at moderate to high
advaitce ratios have wakes that evolve relatively little, so that one
linearization may suffice for an entire wake convergence calculation.

The linearized free-wake velocity problem takes the form of a
large linear system (far field) with locally embedded nonlinearities
(near field). Consistent with the matched asymptotic expansions
approach of the ANM correction, the far field encompasses all of the
vortex particles since their fat cores remove the strong near-field
behavior. Furthermore, the fat and thin core components of the
near-field ANM corrections may each be linearized. The highest
accuracy results from computing the ANM corrections exactly at each
time step, while the maximum efficiency is found by linearizing both
the particles and the ANM correction, resulting in a complete linear
description of the wake velocities. Between these extremes is the
option of a linearized far field and a nonlinear near field. The
completely linearized velocity expression also has the advantage of
placing the wake velocities in a form functionally similar to the blade



dynamics problei, allowing the opportunity to solve these two
aspects of "'5 overall problem simultaneously in future work.
Computer time comparisons for the various degrees of linearization
are niesented in Appendices A and B.

The use of vortex particles facilitates the analytical
linearization of the wake velocities due to their simple functional
form. Linearization of the ANM analytical nearfield correction is also
possible, but with more effort due to the presence of elliptic integrals
in their expressions. The closed-form derivation of the Taylor
coefficients in the linearization were performed using a symbolic
manipulation computer program. The velocity expressions are
functions of 12 scalar variables for each element, and the derivative
calculations are quite lengthy. Although the analytical formulation is
more involved than a basic free wake method, the resulting savings
in computer time more than justifies the approach.

Periodic Inversion
From their inception, free-wake calculations have been

hampered by excessive computational effort and poor convergence
behavior at low advance ratios and hover. Convergence in this
context refers to the location of a wake structure which repeats
every rotor revolution and is therfore steady state in a periodic
sense. Indeed, because vortically induced velocity fields are
inherently nonlinear, the existence of unique and stable solutions
remains a- open question. Thus it is not surprising that the time-
marching approach to free-wake dynamics has encountered
convergence difficulties.

Time-marching approaches begin with an assumed initial
condition for the wake. As the integration proceeds, the errors in the
initial wake are convected down and out of the free-wake as it
relaxes to a converged configuration. Exact convergence is never
ieached by time marching, but is approached asymptotically. In
high-speed flight, the time-marching approach converges without
difficulty as the free stream convection dominates the solution,
thereby reducing the strength and frequency of the strongly
nonlinear near-field vortex encounters. However, in low-speed flight
the free stream effect is reduced, resulting in a dense field of wake
vorticity and the dominance of the strong near-field interactions.

Periodic Inversion is a new approach for the calculation of
rotor free wakes that guarantees periodic steady-state solutions, and
provides the means to solve for wake dynamics at all advance ratios,
including low speed and hover. This is a unique capability since



traditional time-marching approaches fail at low advance ratios. The
method is based on enforcing periodic boundary conditions over 1/B
cf a rotor revolution, where B is the number of blades. This is
accomplished by defining a new set of wake variables with periodic
behavior, and writing the governing equations in a linear
perturbation form. The problem is written as a large linear system
which is inverted for the perturbative correction. Successive
iterations involving relinearization are required to obtain the final
solution to the nonlinear problem.

The method of Periodic Inversion allows converged solutions to
be found without the use of artificial damping, even at low advance
ratios and hover. Performance curves are generated by varying the
flight parameters between iterations. The method has been used to
examine the low speed wake structure, which exhibits three unique
forms depending on advance ratio: a helical structure from hover to
some lower bound advance ratio, a roll-up structure above some
higher bound advance ratio, and a rapid transition region between
the two.

Periodic Inversion, which guarantees periodically steady-state
solutions by enforcing periodic boundary conditions, is based on
developing a system of collocation points with periodic behavior, as
opposed to the Lagrangian description used in time-marching
approaches. The vortically induced velocities determined from the
Biot-Savart law are linearized, and the wake dynamics over a full
period are written in a linear perturbation form. The
Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) wake analysis is used to
define the discrete wake model. The ANM model has been
analytically linearized, as mentioned in the previous section,
providing a basis for extension to Periodic Inversion. A new far-
wake extension, which accounts for the semi-infinite domain of the
wake, was also developed for this method and incorporated into the
ANM model. The resulting problem takes the form of a large linear
system of algebraic equations which is inverted for the perturbative
correction vector. Because this is a linear approximation to a
nonlinear problem, iterative refinement is typically required to reach
convergence.

A primary advantage of Periodic Inversion is that it provides
the means to study wake dynamics at all advance ratios, including
hover. Low advance ratios have previously been unattainable for
traditional time-marching approaches due to poor convergence
behavior. The new method has shown that the wake maintains a
roughly helical structure from hover up to some lower bound on the
advance ratio. As the advance ratio is increased from this lower



bound through a narrow transition region, the wake quickly evolves
into the familiar roll-up configuration characteristic of forward flight.
At advance ratios above the transition region, the wake maintains
the roll-up form and does not qualitatively change. Comparison with
time-marching solutions show excellent agreement for wakes above
the roll-up transition. Wakes within and below the transition regicn
prove difficult for time-marching to converge, but there is evidence
that the periodic solution provides a correct mean wake structure
about which time-marching solutions oscillate.

"Periodic Inversion also provides the means to generate
performance curve data. Wake variables such as advance ratio,
thrust coefficient and tip path plane angle can all be varied between
iterations of the method. Points on a performance curve which are
linearly close together cai be incrementally found with one or very
few iterations. This approach was used in the present study for two
purposes. First, the wake was converged at hover by incrementing
the thrust coefficient from 0.001 to 0.003. The thrust coefficient was
then held constant as the advance ratio and tip path plane angle
were increased. The pre- and post-transition range of the advance
ratio were easily solved with a fairly large step size. Within the
transition region, a much finer step size was required to capture the
rapid change in the wake structure. The detailed results of this
study are presented in Appendix C.

There are unique and promising opportunities for further
extensions of the method. A generalization of the periodic variable
description would allow the vortex element density to be increased
in regions of strong vortex interactions, such as the .advancing and
retreating side roll up. This would result in a more efficient overall
wake model without compromising accuracy. Coupling the wake
dynamics with blade and body. panel methods would allow an
integrated approach to include both blade lift and interactinoal
aerodynamics. This would result from the generalization of the
linear system to include the lifting and non-lifting body panel
equations. It appears possible to incorporate the blade dynamics
into the method as well.

"ANM with Solution Pyramiding

An extension of ANM has led to a scheme that represents
vortex filament dynamics by a hierarchy of neste(4 problems of
varying resolution joined by matching solutions. This approach,
called ANM with Pyramiding (ANM/P), has reduced calculation times
by more than a factor of twenty in some sample problems.



The method was developed for predicting the dynamics of a
system of free vortex particles ("vortons"), resulting in a new
problem formulation with dramatically increased levels of
computational efficiency over traditional methods. The combined
solution approach, referred to as Analytical/Numerical Matching-
Solution Pyramiding (ANM/P), capitalizes on the fact that many fluid
dynamic structures may be decomposed into spatial near-field and
far-field regions relative to a specified point of evaluation. The
ANM/P technique breaks the problem into a- hierarchy of associated
problems which are easier and more efficient to solve than the
original problem.

The resolution of vortex elements modeling a vortical flow field
is governed by the accuracy required to capture the large volocity
gradients in the spatial near-field. However, the bulk of the element
calculations are in the far field, where the high resolution of the near
field is unnecessary. The ANM methodology involves a low
resolution far-field model that is combined with a high resolution
near-field solution via a matching solution. Computationally, this
composite solution is highly efficient without a significant loss of
accuracy.

To further increase computational efficiency, the ANM
methodology can be applied repeatedly to subdivide the domain of
vortex elements into a series of nested problems. This procedure,
known as Pyramiding, effectively produces a vorticity field
composed of a hierarchy of centroidally grouped vortex elements of
varying strength. This hierarchical structure minimizes the number
of far-field calculations. Due to the matching nature of the ANM/P
methodology, relatively little computation time is needed to define
and index the various levels of centroidally grouped spatial domains.
Typically, a large free vortex problem, such as a free rotor wake, will
involve a flow field domain large enough to support multiple levels
of pyramiding. Pyramiding reduces the computational problem from
order N 2 to a problem approaching order N, where N is the number
of vortex elements.

Although the approach developed here has been applied to
vortex dynamics, it is broadly applicable to a wider range of
problems in mathematical physics. A paper on ANM/P is in
preparation, and a thesis on the subject has been completed (see the
next section).
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Vortex Filament Calculations by Analytical/Numerical Matching
With Comparison to Other Methods

Donald B. Bliss* and Wayne 0. Miller*
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science

DUKE UNIVERSITY
Durham, North Carolina 27706

'Abstract

The calculation of fluid velocity from the Biot-Savart law integrated over vortex filaments has
traditionally been computationally expensive. Discretizing the filaments into N vortex elements results
in order N' elemental velocity evaluations per time step. Further, the elemental resolution has been
governed by the need to resolve the large velocity gradients in the near field of the filaments, resulting in
unnecessarily high element densities in the far field, where the velocities are slowly varying. The method
of Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) improves the efficiency of the filament velocity calculation
without loss of near-field accuracy. This is done by using a far field comprised of computationally
inexpensive vortex particles with a large core size for smoothing. The near field is done by an analytical
correction which uses a thin physically correct core size to predict the large rapidly varying near-field
velocities, and a second correction with the large core size to cancel the local vortex particle error and
match to the far-field solution. As such, the ANM method is similar to the method of matched
asymptotic expansions. The entire approach has been analytically linearized, which provides additional
efficiency and allows unique solution opponuniLies. Examples are given which illustrate the efficiency
and accuracy of the ANM method in vortex dynamics calculations.

Introduction -dynamically by tracing the evolution of the collocation
There are a number of problems in fluid points, markers on the filaments which are typically used

mechanics and aerodynamics where the velocity field is as the endpoints or centerpoints of the elements. For
constructed from the fluid vorticity field using the Biot- free vortex motion, if there are N vortex elements, then
Savart law. Such cases often involve simulating the to calculate the effect of each element on every other
inviscid flow field from vortex wakes in free motion. element requires N2 element calculations. Grid assisted
An important application is the vortex wake of a methods, such as the Cloud-In-Cell (CIC) technique
helicopter rotor, and other examples include the trailing typically reduce this to order Nlog(N) operations, but are
wakes of aircraft, shear layers, and the simulation of not appropriate for general wake problems as they require
separated flows above swept wings. These cases involve periodic boundary conditions for efficiency.2 3'3 4

the need to calculate the velocity field of curved, three- Furthermore, for problems that require convective
dimensional vortex filaments in an efficient and accurate washout of the initially assumed filament shape to
manner. converge to the correct answer, such as helicopter free

Vortex filament calculations are solved wakes, the velocity calculations must be repeated order N
numerically in Lagrangian coordinates by discredizing the times, resulting in a tota] of N3 element calculations.
filaments into piecewise segments, which are modeled by The massive computational burden represented by such
vortex elements. These elements represent the analytical tasks quickly taxes even the fastest computers, and
integration of the Biot-Savart law for a short segment of accuracy typically suffers as the element resolution must
the filament. Typically, straight-line or curved vortex be reduced to pose a tractable problem. An important
elements have been used. 1 The filaments are followed observation is that while the element resolution is

governed by the required accuracy to capture the large
Copyright © American Institute of Aeronautics and gradient velocities in the local vicinity of a filament, or

Astronautics, Inc., 1989. All rights reserved. "near field", the bulk of the element calculations are in

Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering, the "far field", where the high resolution required for the" Assciat Prfessr, echaicalEngneerng, near field is wasted.
Duke University, Member AMAA. This paper describes a new approach to the vortex
"Doctoral Student, Mechanical Engineering, Duke filament velocity calculation called Analytical/Numelical
University, Student Member AlAA. Matching (ANM). The ANM method provides high
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accuracy but with substantial computational savings over in the literature. 6 The effect of the core radius on thepreviously used vortex element methods. In brief, the swirl velocity about an infinite straight filament isANM method allows a low resolution far field model shown in Figure 2. The velocity reaches a maximum at
comprised of simple and efficient elements to be used for the core radius and smoothly reduces to zero at the
the majority of the velocity calculations. The strong filament center. At distances on the order of 2-3 core
near field velocities are captured by the addition of a local radii, the velocity quickly returns to that of a singular
analytical correction that is applied only when filament. As discussed below, a favorable effect of the
appropriate. This analytical correction also serves as a core can be to spread the velocity field in such a way asJ mathematical matching of the far field and near field to remove the discretization error associated with vortex
solutions. As such, the ANM method is similar to the particles.
method of matched asymptotic expansions. Further, the
ANM approach has been analytically linearized to
enhance the efficiency gains. Linearization allows the
velocities to be determined by the simple evaluation of a
perturbative linear system, rather than by recomputing
the Biot-Savart velocities at each time step. Future workwith linearization should also allow examination of theI
stability of various wake strctures, such as those of
helicopters in hover. Early experience with the ANM
method has shown efficiency gains of better than five 450
times over curved vortex elements without loss of
accuracy, and an additional factor of two appears
possible. By the addition of linearization, the efficiency
gains increase to roughly twenty times over curved
elements and further refinements are expected.

Yortex Filament Elements -s..
Several vortex filament elements are in common

use and will be described here. Specifically, the vortex JJ
particle, straight line vortex element and the Basic 900)
Curved Vortex Element (BCVE) will be discussed.
Vortex particles, or "vortons", will be given particular Figure 1. Two azimuthal positions of a full-span free
emphasis as they form a basis for the ANM wake of a four-bladed rotor modeled by vortex filamncntmethodology. Vortex filament elements are appropriate elements. Only one wake shown for clarity.
fý -,:ý4 ling potential flows with regions of concentrated
vorticity. The obvious applications of filament elements
are for cases where the vorticiry is concentrated along
space curves such as fully developed wing tip vortices,
although vortex sheets and shear layers are also
accurately modeled by a system of filament elements. =0.00
Traditionally, sheets have been modeled by a grid or = •=0.10
lattice of elements with varying strength, but a recent C • = 0.20
approach which is physically more consistent uses a 0.contouring system of constant strength non-intersecting E = 0.30
filaments. This is shown in Figure 1 where the full E c = 0.40
span wake of a helicopter rotor has been modeled by .>- , £ = 0.50
BCVE elements.5

Filament elements are based on the Biot-Savart
law for vonicity along a curved line as given by Eq. 1. 2

47 f (I)+F23

where rv is the distance from the filament to the point of 0
evaluation, and ds is the elemental filament length. The 0 Radial Distance 1 2
core radius parameter e used by the authors effectively
spreads the vorficity across a finite radius and removes Figure 2. Effect of core radius e on 2-D swirl velocity.
the velocity singularity on the filament itself. This
particular core treatment, in addition to being The vortex particle is the result of a simple
functionally simple, is also one of the earliest de'cribed discretization of the Biot-Savart law. The expression for
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the velocity at a point induced by a filament vortex more complicated and computationally expensive than
modeled with vortex particles is given by Eq. 2, where the corresponding vortex particle velocity expression.
rvi is the distance from the ith particle to the point of
evaluation, and l~i is the vector distance between the x + x- 1 . '
particles, essentially an effective element length (Fig. 3)._ - r 2 2 to (3)

VORTEX VORTEX

N 41t F+AMN 41T E + r 2 x- +r

r!

! U'
xi xllu (

SFigure 3. Geometry used for vortex particle evaluation. (A) r/l = 0.25

The particle expression is both functionally 0 . . ,.
simple and efficient to compute. Typically the particles 0.0 0.1I 0.2 xl0.3 0.4 0.5
are located coincident with the collocation points and

I ~tangent to the filament. The filament geometry is based
on a local curve fit through neighboring collocation ... .
points on the filament. The discretiz.ation error of the -"EI=00

velocity field obtained from vortex particles is based on ta /1=00
the relative proximity to the filament and the core size - r/l =0.25
used as illustrated in Figure 4, where vortex particles • a U•or cal =0.50
have been used to predict the swirl velocity of aninfinite • ._ '* • * r:/1=0.75
straight vortex filament. For a given radial distance from ,.a r n U Eli = 1.00
the filament., the discretization error appears as a lateral • K m an•• g,
variation in the predicted velocity. As the core radius is • U o••m
incre~ased this error isreducedandisnegligible forcore S ' "'* * au| |EE~l
sizes on the order of one particle spacing. Thus the use II
of a suitably large core size results in a smooth and <
accurate velocity prediction for a filament with the same ........
large core size. At distances greater than one particle • a •
spacing (r/1ls ), this error is seen to be less than 2% ••nn
even without the core effect, indicating that vortex U,_ 6 U
particles are highly accurate in the far field. At a distance
of 2 to 3 particle spacings, the predicted velocity is

FIA-EN PATILE rr 1

essentially that of a filament without a core as the core (B / =10
effect decays rapidly with distance from the filament, 6 , , , , I

-:Similar results are found for curved filament examples. 0.0 0.1I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
The straight-line vortex element is perhaps the

most widely used element. It results from a piecewise
lierfttotevre flmn n i on y Figure 4. Effect of core size on the discretization error as

... integrating the Biot-Savart law between the endpoints of a function of lateral distance between vortex particles.
the linear segments ('Fig. 5). The velocity due to a (A) Radial distance = 0.25 element spacing. (B) Radial

.,single element is given in Eq. 3, where a local distance = 1.00 element spacing. Note vertical scales.

cylindrical coordinate system is used. This expression is

3
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The elemental errors are of two types, position been justified in the past by the need to accurately predict
errors and curvature errors. Position errors arise because the strong nonlinear interactions of close filament
the straight-line elements do not coincide with the encounters. This has been of particular importance for
"filament position at most points along the curve, modeling helicopter wakes, where high resolution of the
Curvature errors ariL from the failure to duplicate the wake is necessary for accurate blade load predictions.5' 11

local curvature of the filament. The effect of curvatu
on filaments of infinitesimal cross section is to produce

* a binormal velocity component that depends
logarithmically on the distance from the filament, and is VORTEX FILAMENT

* singular on the filanent 7 For filaments of finite cross
section (non-zero core size), this results in a finite self-
induced filament velocity. A detailed study of the errors
associated with both straight line and curved vortex
elements is given in Reference 1. As with the vortex
particle, the errors are local in scope so that at distances
greater than an element length the results are accurate.

VORTEX

x, e

STRAIGHT-LINE Figure 6. BCVE parabolic element fit to vortex
ELEMENTS filament.

Analytical!Numerical M~atchino

Figure 5. Local coordinate geometry used for straight- The Analytical/Numerical Matching, or ANM,

line element evaluation.ThAnltclNmralMcigo I ,
methodology is based on the observation that many

The Basic Curved Vortex Element (BCVE) is a practical wake structures may be conceptually

relatively recent element model which has proven to be decomposed into a near-field and a far-field region relative

very accurate. 1 .8 .9 .10 It is based on a local parabolic fit to a point of evaluation as suggested in Figure 7. The

to the filament (Fig. 6) and thus includes the effects of near field is in the immediate vicinity of a vortex

curvature while reducing positional errors as well. The filament and is adie n g nlear i nduced

elemental velocity contribution requires the evaluation of velocities with large gradients. The far field compris

three related integrals as given by Eq. 4, where the the rest of the wake and is characterized by small slowly

coefficients cn depend on the strength and curvature of varying induced velocities. In traditional practice the
overall element resolution is governed by the need to

the BCVE, and on the relative position of the evaluation resolve the near field with sufficient accuracy. This is
point- highly inefficient as the near field consists of only a few

of the elements. The bulk of the elements, which are in

=1 'v [ (4) the far field, are an unnecessary computational burden as

-bx + cx2]C the far field can be accurately resolved with many fewer
n'0 I-= [a + bx- +i celements. As die computational effort goes as the square

of the number of elements, the unnecessary elements

The high accuracy and good local fit of the quickly overwhelm the velocity calculation.
BCVE allow many fewer elements to be used to model a The ANM approach addresses this issue Of
filament haplo ton goodr accuracy Te rselate accuracy verses efficiency by accurately resolving the

*filament shape to good accuracy. The relative aracy interactions while using a low resolution far
complexity of the velocity expression makes the element field. The far field is modeled by relatively few of the
more expensive to use however: experience has shown fatio ld i s vod e x partives. whochthe
that the BCVE is roughly twice as expensive as the computationally inexpensive vortex particles, which are
straight line element, and 5-10 times more expensive very accurate in the far field. The near field is done by an

than vortex particles. The relative cost of the BCVE has exact analytical result for a curve that locally coincides
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with the filament. The analytical correction is applied The outer far-field solution from the fat core
only as needed for near-field interactions, and accurately vortex particles encompasses the entire wake structure,
captures the strong local velocities near the vortex being present even in the spatial near field. This is
filament. In particular, the ANM approach has three possible because the core size is chosen large enough to
components: a far field comprised of vortex particles remove the steep velocity gradients near the filament.
with a large, typically nonphysical, core size, a near-field As previously discussed, the fat core also removes the
correction with the physically correct core size, and a discretization error of the low resolution particle model.
second near-field correction of opposite sign with the fat The outer solution thus represents a smooth and accurate
core size that is used to match the particle and analytical solution to a filament with the same large core size.
solutions (Fig. 8). The approach is similar to the While not physically accurate near the filament, where
method of matched asymptotic expansions, where the fat the actual velocities are large, the outer solution is valid
core particle solution is analogous to the outer solution, at distances on the order of the particle spacing. The
the thin core analytical solution is like the inner inner near-field solution of the thin core analytical
solution, and the opposite sign fat core analytical correction is accurate locally as the curve fit is very good
solution acts as the matching solution. near the evaluation point. The thin (physical) core used

also captures the physically correct large local velocity
Near-Yield Region gradients. The inner solution degrades in accuracy with

distance from the filament as the curve used for the
Point of Evaluation: correction is no longer accurately fit to the filament.

The matching solution of the opposite-sign fat core
analytical correction provides the transition between the
inner and the outer solutions. In the spatial far field, the
thin and fat core analytical corrections cancel each other,
leaving the outer particle solution. This cancellation is

.due to the local effect or bohfe core and to coincident curve
fits used for both analytical corrections. In the near field,
the fat core particle solution and the fat core analytical
solution cancel, leaving the thin core analytical solution.The near field cancellation is a result of the small

Far-Feld Rgionsmooth velocities predicted by both fat core solutions at
K *.:. ortx Fiamet..distances within a core radius. At intermediate distances

(e.g. one particle spacing), the matching solution
Figure 7. Distinction of small high velocity gradient provides a smooth transition between the inner and outer

near field embedded in a low grdetfa field solutions. ..gradient dThe analytical correction used in conjunction

with the vortex particles may be based on any curve
VORTEX PARTICLES geometry that allows a tractable solution of the Biot-

SMIN. DIST. PT. Savart integral. The development given here is for a
M".PARTICL FAT /closed circular ring, although a previous effort

PACORE ( + FA FAT CORE successfully used a parabolic arc. The ring is based on
AR( the filament geometry at the point of minimum distance

from the evaluation point (Fig. 9). The local radius of
curvature is used, and the ring is located in the local
plane of curvature. The Biot-Savart integral with the
core radius (Eq. 1) may be solved in closed form for this
geometry, and the resulting normal and binormal

EVA.. PT. velocities are given in Eqs. 5-7, where vn and vb are the
ring normal and binormal velocities respectively, and k

THIN CORE ARC (+ r) is the elliptic modulus.

VORTEX FILAMENT (+i r) I,...:&..~iz~) -lk'] k)-r'R T17~k) __I K~)-E~))ý(5)

Figure 8. Three-part ANM composite solution: Vb R(R + x)(K(k)-E))(1) fat core vortex particle outer solution, (2) thin core | k2
analytical inner solution, and (3) opposite sign fat core (6)
analytical matching solution.

4r2+E2]t
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Linearization may be partial or complete tok_ 4R(R + x) provide several levels of efficiency and accuracy. Of

r2 + e2 + 4R(R + x) (7) course, the highest accuracy results from computing all
three of the ANM velocity components at each time step

The complete elliptic integrals E(k) and K(k) are without any linearization. The highest efficiency results
evaluated efficiently by the use of simple polynomial from linearizing all three of the ANM velocity
expressions with the proper logarithmic behavior. 12  components, resulting in a completely linearized velocity
The limiting behavior of the ring solution provides the expression. Between these extremes is the option of apr rself-induced velocity for a finite core -ament, linearized far field and a (functionally) nonlinear nearproper self-indue velid for afn ore flament- field. The choice of which approach to take depends onthat the solution is valid for a local evaluation points, the problem being solved, especially on the rate of
i h i tfilament evolution and the importance of near-field

interactions. The linearized velocity problem may then
take the form of a large linear system (far field) with

VORTEX FILAMENT locally embedded nonlinearities (near field). Consistent
with the mathematical matching approach of the ANM

" LOCAL ANM method, the far field encompasses all of the vortex
CIRCULAR ARC FIT particles plus the analytical fat core arc since their fat

cores remove the strong near field behavior.
r Z Furthermore, the thin core component of the analytical

correction may also be linearized for the fully linearized
case.

P Linearization also allows new solution strategies
to be considered. One approach under consideration finds

R periodic solutions of rotor wakes directly by inversion of
a linear system derived from the linearized wake
velocities. 13 Note that the linear system does not need

...... inversion for typical time marching integration as the
perturbation distances are known in advance. Future

....... ....... work with the fully linearized velocities will include
... ...- examination of the stability of wake structures by means

of the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix. This will be
especially interesting for the cases of helicopter wakes in
hover and transitional flight, as they have often provedFigure 9. ANM correction arc geometry based on difficult to converge, and may well exhibit chaotic

circular ring fit to local filament geometry. behavior.
As presented here, the geometries of the vortex

Velocity Linearization particles and the analytical corrections are based on 3-
point circular arcs passed through the particle and its twothat the near field of a vortex filament is characterized by adjacent neighbors. The individual velocity expressions

a strong, rapidly varying velocity field which cannot be are functionally dependent on the three points and on the
accurately described by vortex particles alone. By the point of evaluation, resulting in 12 scalar variables. The
same argument, the far field is characterized by a linearized expression may be expressed as in Eq. 8, where
relatively weak and slowly varying velocity field, and gk are the individual scalar position variables.
these properties make the far field a candidate for t2
linearization. The velocities induced by the far field are .. L Agk
spatially linearized about some initial filament v = v0+
configuration using a truncated Taylor series in the k.1 ag,
collocation point position variables. As the filament (8)
positions evolve in time, the far-field velocities are
approximated by evaluating the resulting linear gk e 1Xi-1, yi-1. z1 , xi, yi, zi, Xi~l, y.i-, Zi+l, XP, yp, zpJ
expression, rather than by recomputing the exact particle
velocities from the Biot-Savart law. The Taylor When the velocity expressions given by Eqs. 2
coefficients are re-used until the filaments have evolved and 5-7 are written in their full functional form, they
to a point where the coefficients are no longer valid, at present a daunting task to linearize. Rather than attempt
which point they may be recomputed. Many practical the Taylor expansion by hand, the coefficients were
applications may be accurately modeled with only a found by using SMP, a symbolic manipulation
single linearization as the filaments may evolve computer program similar to MACSYMA and
relatively little over the course of a computational run. Mathematica. The use of SMP greatly reduced the
An important example is the wake of a helicopter rotor chance of human error in these calculations, and
at high advance ratio (fast forward flight). subsequent code verification proved the derivatives to be
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correct. The program was also used to translate the
resulting symbolic output directly into FORTRAN Recall that for N elements, the number of
souce code. elemental velocity evaluations for a single filament

calculation goes as N2 . Additional computational efforts
Requit'g nd Compaoarigong require order N and order I calculations. By finting the

Several evaluation problems have been used to CPU time to a quadratic polynomial in N, the relative
examine the accuracy and efficiency of the ANM method.. elemental efficiencies can be compared by looking at the
To begin, the work done in Reference I comparing the quadratic coefficient These data are given in Figure 11,
accuracy of the straight line and BCVE elements was where the coefficients have been normalized to the BCVE
extended to include both vortex particles and the full elemenL The ANM method is 3.4 times faster than the
ANM method. Typical results are given in Figure 10 BCVE, and the particles are 5.9 times faster. Typical
which presents the error in the normal velocity filament velocity calculations would primarily use
component w directly above a vortex ring of particles, with a much smaller number of the ANM near
infinitesimal cross section (zero core size). Here end field corrections, resulting in an overall efficiency gain of
points, quarter points and mid points refer to relative roughly 5 or betaer. These numbers are based on a code
positions above the vortex elements. It is surprising to developed in local coordinates, with the overhead of the
note that the simple vortex particle gives better accuracy coordinate transformations. There is evidence that a code
than the straight line element for all proximities, and is re-worked in global coordinates would double the
better by a full order of magnitude at a distance of one efficiency gains, resulting in an overall efficiency gain of
element spacing (rnI = I). The ANM correction results an order of magnitude over the BCVE. Also shown are
in excellent accuracy which surpasses thai of the BCVE the linearization efficiencies. The time to analytically
in the filament near field. The error is due to the slight linearize the complete ANM correction is 1.4 times that
residual from the cancellation of the fat core particle of a BCVE velocity calcrlation. It includes the ANM
outer solution and the fat core analytical matching velocity calculation and the Taylor coefficient
solution. The ANM data was generated using a fat core evaluations. Once the linearization is done, the time to
size equal to the particle spacing, and a thin core size evaluate the resulting linear velocity expression is given
equal o zero. as 0.06 times a BCVE calculation, or roughly a gain of

20. The efficiency runs were made on a SUN-4
0 ,computer, which is a traditional scalar processor. Vector1 ----a a...,,..j,,,,,I machines such as Cray and CONVEX would

\ ',' substantially improve the linearizati:n evaluation gains
% \A as it is simply a matrix-vector multiplication with a

vector addition (e.g. Ax + b).
.... 20

.4- t~P94 Ei LINEAR=ZE ANTM

"",1 .5 1.42
S*IR&MMaflUn 3twI~tT

< BCVE
Z 1.00Z a

00

ANrM

0.29 PARTICLE
i0.17

. -• 0.0

Figure 11. Comvutational efficiency for N2 operations

A .3 A, • A A 2 A e,-,,, normalized to the BCVE element (N = number of
vortex elements).

Figure 10. Errors in vertical velocity above a vortex The ability of the ANM method to correct the
ring as predicted by the ANM near-field correction, particle discretization error is shown in Figure 12. A
BCVE elements, vortex particles, and straight-line vortex ring was modeled with 12 particles at 30*
elements. Element spacing Is = R A8. azimuthal spacing, and the normal velocity in the ring
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plane was computed along radii which intersected the
ring at several relative locations between the particles. A similar example was done for an ellipse with a
Figure 12(A) shows that the uncorrected particles exhibit 4:1 axis ratio to examine the ANM accuracy for non-
substantial variation in the near-field velocities as the circular geometries. Figure 13 presents the normal
radial azimuth was varied. For this example the particles velocities evaluated along the major axis as the fat core
were given a small core size to reduce 11,e smoothing size varies from half to twice the local element spacing.
effect. The same positions are shown in i-igure 12(B),
but with the addition of the ANM near field correction. 3
The corrected velocities at all azimuthal angles are in
excellent agreement with the analytical result. * exact

2 2 fat core = 1sr2

----- exact fai core =ls
- --- 0 degrees , fat core = 2Is

1 -w---06degrees1

-. - 12 degrees 

f

S~z

0-

-l -2
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

(A) Vortex particles only. x/a
-2-0.6 -0.4 -0. 6.0 d.2 0.4 6.6 Figure 13. Normal velocities in the plane of a 4:1

x/R (toroidal) ellipse (major axis length a = 4) predicted by the ANM
2 -. method at distances near the fat core radii. Element

-exact 
spacing = Is.

---- 0 degrees The larger fat core results are seen to overpredict
the velocity near the filament in the ellipse interior.N---- 6 degrees There are two combined mechanisms responsible for

0--- 12 degrees this. First, the overpredicted evaluation points project to
>1 two local minima on the ellipse, which are very close

"together as this is near a major vertex. As a result, two
ANM corrections are applied in close proximity to each

> other. This case may be expected to occur in practice as
filaments may be highly curved near an evaluation point
due to a tendency to intertwine and roll up. Second, the

01 evaluation points lie near or within the larger core radii.
placing them in the near field of both minima. Also, the
larger fat cores shown are 4 and 8 times bigger than the
(physical) thin core, resulting in non-negligible residuals
from the cancellation of the fat and thin core analytical

(B) Particles with ANM correction. solutions at this distance. The residuals would be
correctly canceled by the fat core particle solution if the

-1 ' ' I' , evaluation points were within only one near-fieldregion.
-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 However, the preseitce of two overlapping near fields

... R (toroidal) results in an additional residual velocity that is not
canceled, but incorrectly added to the predicted velocity
thus accounting for the overprediction error. The

Figure 12. Vortex ring swirl velocity along radii of smallest fat core does not exhibit this problem as the
varying azimuthal angles measured between evaluation points with two minima lie well outside the
collocation points: (A) Vortex particles alone. (B) near field radius. This shows that as the fat core size
Parnicles with the ANM near-field correction applied approaches the thin core size, the residual is reduced and
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the above problem becomes less serious. Thus the particles, which are the simple discre.ization of the Biot-
choice of the fat core size is not arbitrary: it must be Savart integral, with an analytical correction that
small enough to avoid this extra residual problem provides high near-field acuracy without the need to use
(typically less than the expected minimum radius of high element densities to meet the near-field accuracy
curvature of the filament), while being large enough to requirements. The ANM method provides a natural Sid
smooth the particle solution to avoid discretization error. mathematically correct distinction between far-field and
The important point is that the fat core size must be near-field regions in a vortex wake. which is
chosen appropriately to achieve a proper mathematical implemented in a manner analogous to the method of
overlap in the composite solution matching. matched asymptotic expansions. Furthermore, the

As a practical application, the ANM method is sufficiently simple to allow analytical
methodology was incorporated into a helicopter free wake linearization of the velocity expressions. As a result, all

program.13 Helicopter wakes present a demanding test or part of the velocity expression can be linearized.
due to the strong near field interactions found in the roll allowing several options for additional gains in
up of the wake on the advancing and retreating sides. efficiency.
Figure 14 presents a wake from a singlt-bladed helicopter The results show accuracy comparable, to that of
flying at low forward speed (0.1 advance ratio). The curved vortex elements at a fraction of the cost: the
wake was converged from an initial assumed wake with a current efficiency gains of a factor of 5 for the fully
simple skewed helix geometry to the convoluted roll-up nonlinear solution are expected to double (a net of an

shown which is typical of low speed flight. The far field order of magnitude) with refinement to a more efficient
was linearized and the near field used the full ANM code. The linearized velocity expressions can be
correction. The roll-up was captured with the very low evaluated at 1/2OLh the cost of curved elements on a

element density of 12 per rotor revolution. An identical scalar computer, and vectorizing computers should

run using the BCVE element; resulted in a nearly provide further improvements. The ANM near field

identical wake sructure. correction was shown to remove the discretization error
associaed with a low resolution vortex particle solution
while accurately predicting the large gradient near field
velocities. It was also shown that some care must be
used in selecting the fat core parameter which is used to
smooth the particle solution and to match the particle
and analytical solutions. The ANM methodology has
been incorporated into a helicopter free wake code, where
it has compared well with the more computationally
expensive curved vortex solutions "
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Efficient Free Wake Calculations Using
Analytical/Numerical Matching and Far-Field Linearization

Donald B. Bliss and Wayne 0. Miller**

Duke University, Durham NC

"" 1Thus the problems of efficiency, accuracy and
convergence remain. These problems must be judged in the

A hybrid analytical and numerical method called context of the demands to be placed on codes with realistic
Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) is used to calculate the predictivc capabilities. Along with a converged free wake
velocity field of rotor wake vortex filaments. A simple calculation, such a code must predict blade dynamic motions
discretization of the Biot-Savart law is used to obtain an and match trim conditions for lift, thrust, and side force. In
efficient but low resolution numerical calculation of the the current iterative approach to this multi-faceted problem, it
velocity field. A fictitious large vortex core is introduced and is actually necessary to converge the free wake pan of the
the discretized velocity field is calculated accurately for a solution repeatedly just to gain results for a single trim
smooth large core filament. At points close to the filament, a condition. It is worth noting that this iterative approach is
local analytical correction based on the Biot-Savart law for a both inefficient and physically incorrect.
curved vortex filament is employed to remove the nearfield In spite of the availability of ever more powerful
error and add the correct nearfield velocity contribution computers3 , there is a need to reduce the computer time
associated with the actual core size. Because this correction required for free wake calculations by several orders of
is computationally inexpensive, the overall approach is both magnitude. The free wake formulation must also be rendered
very efficient and very accurate. The accuracy of the ANM more compatible with the calculation methods for blade
method has been studied in detail for vortex rings. Free wake dynamics and aerodynamics, so that these aspects of the
solutions are obtained much faster using the ANM method in problem can be solved simultaneously rather than iteratively.
comparison to other methods with comparable accuracy. This paper describes a new approach to free wake
Because ANM is functionally simple, it is possible to obtain analysis intended to address these problems of efficiency and
derivatives of the velocity expressions in closed form using a compatibility. This new approach differs from previous
symbolic manipulation program. By computing derivatives methods in the following respects: it uses an efficient new
of the velocity field the free wake calculation has been method for computing the wake velocirv field. it distineuishes
linearized. The linearized form is computationally efficient The main features of this research, as they appear in
since it avoids large numbers of repetitive Biot-Savart law the pape:, are as follows. A hybrid analytical and numerical
calculations. Linearized free wake problems are solved by a method called Analvtical/Numerical Matching (ANM) is used
time marching method and compared with full nonlinear to calculate the velocity field of rotor wake vortex filaments.
results. A special mathematical approach to obtain solutions This approach is found to yve accuracy comparable to the
for linearized periodic wake motion by a method that does not best available curved element methods with greatly reduced
involve time marching is also discussed. This approach finds computer time. Sample calculations are presented for vortex
periodic solutions directly by inversion of a large matrix. rings and for rotor wakes. Because ANM is functionally

simple, it is possible to linearize all or pan of the free wake
calculation, and thereby avoid large numbers of repetitive

Introduction Biot-Savart law calculations. The time marching solution
procedure for a linearized free wake is described and sample

Free wake calculations, which allow the wake
vorticitv field to evolve in free motion, are the most accurate Velocir%, Calculations Using Analsyical/Nu-nercal Matchino
and physically correct approach to rotorcraft aerodynamics.
From their inception, however, these calculations have been Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) is a hybrid
plagued by several difficulties, including the inadequacy of analytical and numerical method used to calculate the velocity
oversimplified physical models of the wake, excessive field of the wake vortex FMamen:s. This new procedure
computer time, questionable numerical accuracy, and obtains an accurate ve y field by combining a low
convergence problems. As a result, free wake analyses still resolution numerical solut.or and a high resolution analytncal
have not achieved their potential impact in rotorcraft First a low resolu-on numerical calculation of the
engineering. However, there has been considerable progress velocity field is achieved b.. summing over a field of discrete
in recent years, It is now apparent that a full-span values of the Biot-Savart integrand. which gives the simplest
computational treatment of the vortex wake is necessary for possible approximation to Me Bior-Savarr integral. T'his
many flight conditions'. 2, as opposed to earlier codes which approach is similar in some respects to the use of "vortex
relied on tip vortex models and, at most, a relatively casual particles" or "vortons", but with an imnormnt difference. The
treatment of the inboard wake. Therefore, for future free vortex particle formula is altered mathematically to produce a
wake analyses to be accurate, they must deal computationally smoothing effect similar to a very large (fat) vortex com. The
with the motion of much larger voracity fields than in the expression for the velocity induced at a point by a vortex
past. The high resolution analysis of multi-blade, full-span filament is as follows:
free wakes of extended length is a significant challenge even '4
for modern computational capabilities. x -r rXds . . rXAli

4r 3 2 /2Associate Professor. Mechanical Engineering. rc = ri rI
"Graduate Student. Mechanical Engineering.
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Her rvi is the distance from the ith vortex element to the As in matched asymptotic expansions, the ANM

point of evaluation, and Ali is vector distance between method requires there to be an overlap region between the
collocation points (an effective element length). This farfield numerical solution and the nearfield analytical
equation shows how the Biot-Savart integral is discretized solution. This overlap is achieved by judicious choice of the
and how the vortex core effect is introduced through the vortex particle core size in relation to the particle spacing.
inclusion of a core size length scale rc. For the case of a The core size must be sufficiently large to have the numerical
straight vortex filament the above equation gives a t- calculation of the nearfield velocity be smooth along the
dmensightonal swirlvelocity dstribo euation ofth esfr at-vortex filamenfl as if the filament were continuous rather thanSdimensional swirl velocity distribution of the form discretized. In practice, values of rc greater than or equal to

V 1 r half the filament spacing satisfy this smoothness criterion to
r 2  2 very good accuracy (errors not greater than a few percent27 r + r, anywhere within the vortex core). On the other hand, if the

For r << rc the swirl velocity behaves like solid body core size is too large, the proper cancellation of terms in the
rotation, and for r >> rc the swirl velocity behaves like a composite solution may not be achieved. In the region where
potential flow point vortex. The swirl velocity reaches a the shape of the local analytical arc and the actual filament
maximum ater=rc. become disparate, all the contributors :o the composite

Using these fat core vortex particles, it can be shown solution must be sufficiently far outside the core that each
that when the core size length scale rc exceeds the spacing appears as a potential flow. Because the core effect decays
between particles, the discrete numerical treatment accurately relatively slowly (algebraically), it is best to keep the core as
simulates a continuous vortex filament with the same large small as possible and still satisfy the smoothness criterion. In

Score properties. This fact, represented schematically in practice, this means that values of rc should be between one-
SFigure 1, allows for the very efficient calculation of a half and one times the element spacing to achieve the best

smoothed (fat core) flow field by the simplest possible overall accuracy.
means. However, if taken alone this calculation gives an A serious criticism of current free wake rnethods is
accurate answer to the wrong problem because the core is too that an enormous amount of computer time is spent
large. calculating the effect of vortex elements relatively far from the

The solution can then be corrected analytically to point of evaluation. Past efforts to circumvent this problem
obtain the right answer. The local solution for the velocity have been of an approximate nature, typically not updating
field near a curved arc filament can be obtained in closed certain portions of the wake velocity field in the numerical
form. At the point on the filament nearest the point of routine as the wake evolves. The distinction between near-
evaluation (and only at this point), two overlaid curved arc field and far-field regions is illustrated in Figure 2. The far-
solutions are added the numerical result. The overlaid field induces a smooth, slowly varying velocity field on the
analytical solution consist of an arc with the correct core size point of evaluation, whereas the nearfield is associated with
and correct sign circulation and a fat core arc with the strong, rapidly varying interactions. The current approach
opposite sign circulation. These analytical arc solutions are allows a formal distinction between farfield and nearfield
based on the velocity field around a vortex ring, with the effects. By the appropriate choice of scales, the numerical fat
elliptic integral functions appearing in this expression core free wake plus the (opposite sign) analytical fat core arc
represented by polynomial curve fits, constitute the effective far field solution, making it

Referring again to Figure 1, for the portion of the unnecessary to define a special proximity criteria to determine
filament nearest the point of evaluation, the opposite sign fat which portions of the wake may be simplified for efficient
core arc cancels the fat core numerical solution leaving the far-field treatment. The analytical actual core arc solution,
contribution of the arc with the correct core size. For the which is the remaining part of the overall solution, is entirely
portion of the filament away from the point of evaluation, and responsible for the strong, typically nonlinear, nearfield
beyond the edge of the fat core, the two analytical arc effects. The fact that the nearfield/farfield distinction arises
solutions cancel each other leaving the numerical solution, naturally in the new method allows for the implementation of
which is accurate at points beyond the fat core. The sum of a formally correct procedure for more efficient wake
the fat core numerical solution, the actual core arc, and the calculations, as described later.
opposite sign fat core arc form a uniformly valid composite The relationshio between this method and other vortex
solution (see Figure 1). The procedure to construct the elements should be discussed. Previous work has dealt
solution can be stated concisely as: primarily with elements that provide a geometric fit to the

vortex filament. These elements correspond to a closed form
Composite Soln = Fat Core Numerical Soln Biot-Savart integration of a segment of vortex filament. The

+ Actual Core Analytical SoIn overall filament velocity field is then determined by
- Fat Core Analytical Sole numerically summing the contributions from these individual

segments. Straight-line elements have been frequently used
This approach corresponds to the mathematical to provide a piecewise linear fit to curved wake filaments.

procedure called Matched Asymptotic Expansions (MAE) in Basic Curved Vortex Elements (BCVE's)4-n are based on a
which a composite solution is constructed by matching inner parabolic fit and this curved element provides inherently
and outer solutions. In the present case, the fat core beter accuracy. Although BCVE's are more computationally
numerical solution is analogous to the outer solution, the expensive on a per element basis, their fitting accuracy is
analytical arc with the correct core is the inner solution, and sufficiently superior that many fewer elements can be used,
the opposite sign fat core analytical arc is analogous to the leading to a net improvement in computational efficiency.
inner limit of the outer solution and the outer limit of the inner The so-called vortex particle method, which is merely a
solution. The MAE composite solution is constructed in simple discretization of the Biot-Savart integral, is the most
exactly the manner described above, namely computationally efficient approach by virtue of its functional

simplicity, but it does not represent a geometric
Composite Soin = Outer Soln approximation of the vortex filament. The present method.

+ Inner Soln which is based in part on the vortex particle approach, first
- InnrOuter (or Outerinner) removes the severe nearfield discretization errors of the

vortex particles by artificially smearing the singularity. This
"smearing is achieved by introducing the core parameter rc into



the denominator of the Biot-Savart integrand. When properly essentially a near field correction procedure used to capture
done with overlapping cores, the result effectively bridges the the sntong nonlinear nearfield velocities. As the current ANNM
gap between particles, providing the equivalent of a geometric implementation is based on a circular arc geometry, this high
fit between the filament collocation points. The nearfield accuracy is to be expected, although general curved filaments
analytical correction is then applied to achieve the correct core are also accurately modeled as suggested in the rotor
size. This correction is applied only at the point on the simulations discussed later. As with any curve fitting
filament where the distance to the point of evaluation is a elements, the ANM solution deteriorates as the resolution gets
minirmum, and then only if this point is close enough to the too low (e.g. arcs greater than about 60 degrees between

"' fclament for the orrection to make a difference. Thus, the collocation points). Resolution is a separate issue that must
nearfield correction is applied only rarely. The present be addressed when defining the wake model
method successfully retains the speed and simplicity of vortex The ANM approach was found to be computationally
particles, while properly modeling filament curvature effects efficient as well as accurate. For N vortex elements, the CPU
"and achieving the high nearfield accuracy associated with time for a complete wake velocity computation may be given
BCVE's. by a quadratic in N as T = A+BN+CNi, which for large N is

An added advantage of the ANM method, to be dominated by the squared term. Figure 6 compares the
discussed later, is that the formulation is sufficiently simple quadratic coefficient C normalized to the BCVE coefficient
analytically to allow linearization of the velocity expressions for several element types. The coefficient C is of interest
in closed form. As a result, all or part of the wake velocity because large free-wake calculations are dominated by this N2
calculation can be linearized, allowing for additional term, which corresponds physically to the effect of every
simplifications and new solution strategies for free wake vortex element on every other elemenL The A.NM method is
analysis. seen to be more than three times faster than the BCVE

Finally, it should be mentioned that the method of element, while the vortex particles alone are five times faster
Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM), developed at Duke than the BCVE. Recall that the ANM corrections are applied
University to analyze vortex filament dynamicss, has recently selectively to the nearfield interactions, while particles are
been applied to other problems in aerodynamics. These used alone for most of the wake, resulting in an overall
applications include modeling vortices in the nearfield of a efficiency gain between 3 and 5 times that of the BCVE.
paneled surface for interactional aerodynamics 9, and There is reason to believe that an additional factor of two can
modeling the high resolution flow field through a tail rotor be achieved by reformulating the. elements using a parabolic
diskI0. In fact, ANM appears to have general applicability to fit rather than a circular fit, and by avoiding the local
a number problems involving singularity distributions, and is coordinate transformations used in the present
not limited to problems involving vortex filaments, implementation, resulting in a speed up of 6 to 10 over the

BCVE. Figure 6 also shows the time necessary to compute
the analytical linearization of the ANM velocities, which is

Accn-acv of the ANM method discussed below.

The numerical verification of the ANM approach was
based on calculating the velocities induced by a closed Line.rized Veloci-y Analvris
circular vortex ring. The ring geomenty was chosen because
a closed-form analytical result for the induced velocity is One justification for the development of the AN'M
known, and previous ring srudies 4.6.7 using the BCVE and method was that the near field of a vortex filament is
straight-line elements were available for comparison. The characterized by a strong, rapidly varying velocity field which
ring geometry used is presented in Figum 3. cannot be accurately described by vortex particles alone. By

A primary advantage of the ANM method over simple the same argument, the far field is characterized by a
vortex particles is the smoothing of the particle discretization relatively weak and slowly varying velocity field, and these
error which is noticeable at distances less than the particle properties make the far field a candidate for linearization.
spacing. Figure 4 illustrates this smoothing in the swirl Specifically, the velocities induced by the far field are
velocity component of a ring with 30-degree particle spacing. spatially linearized about some initial configuration using a
The vortex particle solution is seen to be strongly affected by truncated Taylor series in the wake position variables. As the
proximity to individual particles (azimuthal location) at wake evolves in time, the farfield velocities are approximated
distances from the ring of less than one particle spacing. In by evaluating the resulting linear expression, rather than
comparison, the ANM solution is essentially constant at all recompuring the exact particle velocities from the Biot-Savart
azimuthal locations, and is accurate at all distances from the law. Note that for traditional time-marching integration, this
ring. Similar results are obtained for the other two velocity does not involve inverting the coefficient matrix, but only acomponents. It is possible to smooth out the discrete particle matrix-vector multiplication. The linearized wake is re-used
solution just by the use of a core size larger than the particle until the wake has evolved to the point where it is no longer
spacing, but large cores are in general non-physical and will accurate, at which time the wake is relinearized. Helicopters
underestimate the strong near-field induced velocities. The at moderate to high advance ratios have wakes that evolve
ANM method provides good accuracy using any core size. relatively little, so that one linearization may suffice for an

The ANTM solution is compared to vortex particles, entire wake convergence calculation.
straight line elements and BCVE elements in Figure 5, which The linearized free-wake velocity problem takes the
examines the vertical velocity predictions directly above a- form of a large linear system (far field) with locally embedded
ring. The ordinate is the normalized velocity error and the nonlinearities (near field). Consistent with the matched
abscissa is the ratio of the distance above the ring to the asymptotic expansions approach of the ANM correction, the
element length. The ANM solution is seen to be very far field encompasses all of the vortex particles since their fat
accurate as the ring is approached, surpassing even the BCVE cores remove the strong nearfield behavior. Furthermore, the
solution close in. At a distance of one element spacing, the fat and thin core components of the nearfield ANMANM solution is an order of magnitude more accurate than corrections may each be linearized. The highest accuracy
the vortex particles, and two orders of magnitude better than results from computing the ANM corrections exactly at each
the straight line elements. In a practical sense, at distances time step, while the maximum efficiency is found by
larger than one element spacing all methods are sufficiently linearizing both the particles and the ANM correction,
accurate, reinforcing the observation that the ANM method is resulting in a complete linear description of the wake
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velocities. Between these extremes is the option of a advancing side roll-up of the wake was not accurately
linearized far field and a nonlinear near field. As indicated in captured, but is qualitatively correct. For this rotor loading
Figure 6. the time to compute the complete linearization is 1.4 (CT = 0.004). a single linearization was adequate to locate a
times that of a BCVE velocity calculation. The completely converged solution at this advance ratio and higher. At lower
linearized velocity expression also has the advantage of advance ratios, the linearizations needed to be updated or
placing the wake velocities in a form functionally similar to augmented with ANM nearfield corrections to reach an
the blade dynamics problem, allowing the opportunity to accurate converged configuration. Figure 10 presents the
solve these two aspects of the overall problem simultaneously results for a fully Linearized wake, but with an intermediate
in future work. update of the linearization. The linearization is updated when

The use of vortex particles facilitated the analytical the wake configuration evolves a specified distance from the
linearization of the wake velocities due to their simple linearization configuration, which provides a dynamic scheme
functional form. Linearization of the ANM analytical for controlling the overall solution accuracy. The blade
nearfield correction was also possible, but with more effort velocities are again predicted with good accuracy, and the
due to the presence of elliptic integrals in their expressions. It advancing side roll-up is captured by the soiution.
is interesting to note that the closed-form derivation of the
Taylor coefficients in the linearization were performed using Low-Speed Results
SMP, a symbolic manipulation computer program similar to The low-speed wake is generated by a single tip
MACSYMA and Mathematica. The velocity expressions are vortex filament. Because the loading is assumed to be the
functions of 12 scalar variables for each element, and the same as that for the two-blade high-speed case, the single
derivative calculations are quite lengthy. The use of SMP filament has twice the strength of those at the higher advance
greatly reduced the chance of human error in these ratio. This and the fact that a low speed wake is characterized
differentiations. The program was also used to translate the by frequent near-field filament encounters results in a
resulting symbolic representations directly into FORTRAN complex and convoluted wake structure. The low-speed case
code. Subsequent code verification proved the derivative is thus a more demanding test of the ANM and linearized
expressions to be correct- methodologies than the high-speed case. Figures 11 and 12

present the ANM and BCVE cases for comparison. The
predicted wake structures near the blade disks are identical,

Sampnle Free-Wake Calculations but there is again some disagreement in the predicted peak
3VI blade velocities which is attributable to the different

The ANM and linearized velocity methods were analytical core treatments of the two methods. The retreating
incorporated into a rotor free-wake analysis program, adding side roll up is essentially the same for both methods, but the
to an existing BCVE analysis capability, to provide a practical stronger advancing side roll up differs somewhat in structure:
testing situation. The program allows for multiple rotor the BCVE solution predicts a more pronounced horizontal
blades with tip and root filaments. The free-wake is not rollup waveform as can be seen by comparing the top views
abruptly truncated in space, but uses an analytical in the two figures. However, the ANM solution predicts a
correction4 .6 to extend the wake to infinity, which is stronger vertical rollup waveform which is more difficult to
physically consistent with Helmholtz' vorticity theorems, discern. The two linearized ANM cases discussed below
Two flight conditions are presented here: a two-bladed rotor each take one of these different forms as well, which
at moderately high speed (advance ratio = 0.3) using 15 indicates that the reason is not the unique difference between
elements per turn of free wake, and a single-bladed rotor at the analysis methods. It is presently suspected that these may
low speed (advance ratio = 0.1) using 12 elements per turn of represent two valid solutions to the inherently nonlinear wake
free wake. Both cases use 20-foot rotor blades at an angular evolution problem.
velocity of 30 radians/second and a total thrust coefficient of Figure 13 presents a completely linearized converged
0.004. The blade disks have a forward tilt of 10 degrees, and wake. The linearization was updated 6 times over a run of 11
only tip filaments were used. In both cases the results are revolutions to maintain validity as the wake evolved from the
presented as three orthographic projections of the wake (top, initial skewed helix, and was able to accurately match the
side, front) together with plots of the predicted velocities solution reached by the ANM method given in Figure 11.
induced on the advancing blade. Note that the advancing However, the ANM solution required only 7 revolutions to
blades have a Blade-Vortex Interaction (BVI) at roughly 80% converge and the BCVE solution 8 revolutions, indicating
of the span. Both cases use three turns of free-wake, and an that the efficiency of the completely linearized wake solution
additional two turns of the (infinite) far-wake extension are suffers for strong low-speed wakes, as might be expected
shown in the figures, because these wakes undergo relatively large displacements

as they evolve. Figure 14 presents a hybrid approach that
High-SpeedResults used a linearized oarticle far-field with a nonlinear AN'M

The wake at 0.3 advance ratio consists of two tip nearfield. The far field was Linearized twice over a run of 7
filaments generated by two blades. At this moderately high revolutions, and the wake converged to a configuration
speed, the wake evolves relatively little from the idealized consistent with the BCVE solution (Fig. 12). The blade
helical shape as the large filament separations reduce the velocities predicted by both the linearized and hybrid
strength and occurrence of near-field encounters. The ANM solutions are essentially identical to the ANM results.
and BCVE solutions are shown in Figures 7 and 8
respectively, and are seen to be nearly identical. Both
captured the downstream wake evolution and the advancing Altemnative Solution Method
side roll-up. The velocities predicted on the blade differ
slightly, due primarily to the different analytical treatments of Finally, the linearized formulation of the free wake
the vortex core used by the two approaches (the BCVE problem allows special solution strategies to be employed.
me,.hod uses a solid-body rotation core, and the ANIM method Suppose the entire velocity field is linearized, which is a
uses a core of the type described earlier). particularly good approximation in high speed flight. The

"Figurre 9 presents the solution for a wake that was linear form then allows periodic solutions to this problem to
completely linearized at the outset about a skewed helix initial be found by direct mathematical means, without the use of
shape. The linearized wake converged to the configuration time marching. This method involves recasting the problem
shown without further updates of the linearization. The in terms of constant age points on the filament (different from
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ABSTRACT

Periodic Inversion :c a new approach for the calculation of rotor free wakes
which guarantees periodically steady-state solutions, and provides the means to solve
for wake dynamics at all advance ratios including low speed and hover. This is a unique
capability since traditional time-marching approaches fail at low advance ratios. The
method is based on enforcing periodic boundary conditions over 1/B of a rotor
revolution, where B is the number of blades. This is accomplished by defining a new
set of wake variables with periodic behavior, and writing the governing equations in a
linear perturbation form. The problem is written as a large linear system which is
inverted for the perturbative correction. Succeszive iterations involving relinearization
are required to obtain the final solution to the nonlinear problem. The method allows
converged solutions to be found without the use of artificial damping, even at low
advance ratios and hover. Generation of performance curves is demonstrated as the
flight parameters may be vax'ed between iterations. The mzthod is used to examine the
low speed wake structure, which exhibits three unique forms depending on advance
ratio: a helical structure from hover to some lower bound advance ratio, a roll-up
structure above some higher bound advance ratio, and a rapid transition region between
the two. Extensions of the method to allow coupling of the wake dynamics with panel
methods and rotor dynamics are discussed, as are eigenvalue stability analysis and local
element refinement.

INTRODUCTION nonlinear, the existence of unique and stable solutions
remains an open question. Thus it is not surprising that

Free wake models, which allow the wake the traditional time-marching approach to free wake
vorticity field to evolve in free motion, represent the dynamics encounters convergence difficulties.
most accurate and physically correct approach to
rotorcraft aerodynamics. The simpler but less accurate Time-marching approaches begin with an
approaches such as momentum theory and prescribed assumed initial condition for the wake. As the
wakes have proven to be inadequate for predicting integration proceeds, the errors in the initial wake are
complicated aerodynamic blade loading [1,2,31. From convected down and out of the free wake as it relaxes to a
their inception, however, free wake calculations have converged configuration. Exact convergence is never
been hampered by excessive computational effort and reached by time marching, but is approached
poor convergence behavior at low advance ratios and asymptotically. In high-speed flight, the time-marching
hover. Convergence in this context refers to the location approach converges without difficulty as the free stream
of a wake structure which repeats every rotor revolution convection dominates the solution, thereby reducing the
and is therefore steady state in a periodic sense. Indeed, strength and frequency of the strongly nonlinear near-field
because vortically induced velocity fields are inherently vortex encounters. However, in low-speed flight the free
" ___stream effect is reduced, resulting in a dense field of wake

Presented at the 46th Annual Forum of the American vorticity and the dominance of the strong near-field

Helicopter Society, Washington, DC, May 1990 interactions. At advance ratios below ýL = 0.1, the time-
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marching approach begins to exhibit poor convergence solid/fluid dynamics problem. As the system
behavior. Initially, excessive time is needed to converge, eigenvalues are available from Floquet analysis, this
but as the advance ratio is lowered the solutions tend to approach also allows the study of wake stability, which
oscillate about some mean. Finally the solution diverges is an issue at low advance ratios. An eigenvalue study
at a critical minimum advance ratio which depends on the may also be done in the present form of a linear algebraic
specifics of the wake model. There is a limited amount system, although the potential size of the system may
of evidence to suggest that the wake dynamics may make this impractical.
become chaotic at low advance ratios [4]. The limiting
case of hover (ji = 0) is unattainable for time marching
codes unless artificial damping is introduced numerically. VORTEX WAKE DYNAMWCS
However, a special free wake method for hover has been
developed that depends on the steady-state description of Rotor wakes are usually modeled as concentrated
hover wakes in a rotating coordinate system (5]. At regions of vorticity embedded in potential flow. This
nonzero advance ratios this steady-state behavior is lost, basic approach is common to the gamut of wake models
so the method is not extensible to forward flight. There from momentum theory through prescribed wakes to free
remains a range of flight conditions from hover to low wakes. The vorticity is shed from the blade in a sheet
speed which has previously been inaccessible for free extending the full blade span, but this sheet quickly rolls
wake models. up to form a concentrated filament of vorticity near the

blade tip. While vortex sheet elements with two
The method of Periodic Inversion presented here parametric coordinates have been used to model the wake,

provides the means to study wake dynamics at low speed the simpler vortex filament element with a single
and hover using the accuracy of free-wake models. It also parameter has seen much wider use. The obvious
presents a method to generate performance curve data by application of vortex filaments is to fully developed tip
varying flight parameters such as advance ratio g., thrust vortices, although vortex sheets and shear layers can also
coefficient Ct, and tip path plane angle TPP. The be modeled. A recent approach to modeling full-span
method is based on enforcing the periodic behavior of wakes uses a system of non-intersecting filaments laid
wakes in steady flight as a boundary condition. As such, out in constant-strength contours [2]. This approach,
a full period of wake is found at each iteration of the illustrated in Figure 1, is physically more consistent
solution, corrpared to a single time step for time than the older approach of modeling a vortex sheet with a
marching. Enforcing the periodic condition allows lattice of shed and trailed filament elements of varying
convergence of sensitive wake configurations without strength.
using artificial damping. In brief, the method involves
describing the wake as a linear perturbation problem and The basic goal of free wake calculations is to
solving for the perturbative corrections. The problem determine the dynamic evolution of the vortex filaments.
takes the form of a large linear system which describes The vorticity field evolves along with the material
the wake over a full period, and which is inverted for the elements of the fluid, convecting with the local fluid
perturbation correction vector. This description requires velocity in a Lagrangian sense. The velocity arises from
the linearization of the induced velocities giver, by the two components, the free stream and the induced
Biot-Savart law. This linearization was recently achieved velocities. The free stream velocity is typically known,
analytically as part of the Analytical/Numerical Matching but the induced velocity must be repeatedly calculated as
(ANM) free wake model which has been previously, it is dependent upon the instantaneous configuration of
applied to improve the efficiency and accuracy of time- the wake. The induced velocity 2t any point is found
marching wake dynamics (6,7]. from integrating the Biot-Savart integral over all of the

free and bound vorticity. The Biot-Savart integral is
There are some interesting extensions of given in Eq. (1) in the form used for vortex filaments.

Periodic Inversion which have not yet been attempted
that arise from the linearized description. One is the r
inclusion of panel methods for blades and bodies in V =-F r xds (11
conjunction with the wake dynamics. Source panels, 47c + IiN2

lifting panels, and lifting Lines may all be included as a

generalization of the .near system, allowing the Here ds is the differential length element along
integrated solution of the coupled wake/blade/body filament, and e is a vortex core radius discussed below
problem, which is presently solved in an uncoupled, Vortex filament elements are used to discretize beo
iterative manner. Other options arise from representing filament into a piecewise continuous approximation. T
Periodic Inversion as an equivalent system for Floquet faciliamte the evaluation of the Biot-SavarE integral, t
analysis. In this form, the rotor blade dynamics may be f elements are based on simple geometric forms such a
included by extension of present Floquet approaches for
blade dynamics, again allowing the coupled solution of a parabolas, polynomials, arcs and points. The endpoini

of the filament segments are known as collocatic
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points, and constitute the discrete set of variables in the field have their velocities attenuated by the large core and
wake dynamics calculation. The induced velocities are are corrected by an analytical correction with two
calculated at the collocation points, and their positions components. The first component uses a thin core radius
are updated. At each new position, the filament Ethin corresponding to the physically realistic core size,
geometry is recomputed by using the collocation points which can be determined from the blade loading
to define the element geometries. Traditionally, the conditions [11]. This thin core component provides the
collocation points have been defined as Lagrangian fluid physically correct near field velocity. The second
markers, so that their positions are found from the component uses the large core Efat with an opposite sign
simple kinematic relationship dx = v dt. The method of circulation. In the near field, the large core particle and
Periodic Inversion modifies this Lagrangian description the opposite sign large core correction cancel, leaving the
as discussed at length below, physically correct thin core velocity. In the far field, the

two correction components are made to cancel, leaving
For a wake consisting of N collocation points, the large core particle solution which is accurate in the

the number of elemental Biot-Savart integrations needed far field. Thus the ANM method is analogous to
to determine the collocation point velocities at a single matched asymptotic expansions with the thin core
instant is of order N2 . In time marching approaches, correction being the inner solution, the fat core particles
wake convergence typically requires order N3  being the Guter solution, and the opposite sign fat core
integrations. Thus computational efficiency is always an correction being the matching solution. The ANM
issue. There is a hierarchy of vortex elements that approach is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows the
generally trade off accuracy for efficiency. The Basic composite solution as the sum of the three components.
Curved Vortex Element (BCVE) is a very accurate The efficiency of the ANM method results from the bulk
element based on a parabolic fit, but the analytical of the N2 elemental velocity calculations being in the far
complexity of the Biot-Savart evaluation makes each field, where the inexpensive vortex particles are used
element computationally expensive [8,9,101.. Straight alone. The analytical correction is only applied for the
line elemerLs are a lower order approximation and are less near-field evaluations, which are order N in number.
accurate and less expensive than the BCVE on a per
element basis, although since fewer curved elements can Linearization of the elemental velocity
be used for comparable accuracy the overall BCVE expressions with respect to the collocation point
calculation will still be cheaper. Vortex particles, or variables was necessary to implement Periodic Inversion.
"vortons' are the lowest order and least expensive This had previously been accomplished during the A.-NM
element. The particle velocity is shown in Eq. (2) to be development to provide added efficiency for time-
a simple Reimann sum approximation of the Biot-Savart marching wake calculations [6]. The simple functional
integral, form of the vortex particle provided an efficient analytical

representation of the Taylor expansion. *The near-field

V __ ___As_ analytical correction resulted in a more complicated
4n = r ,2 (2) expansion, but the infrequent application of the

S+ •) correction makes the cost reasonable. All derivatives are
found analytically, which is vastly more efficient than

Evidence shows that vortex particles compare favorably numerical derivative calculations.
in accuracy to the BCVE at evaluation distances greater
than one element length [73. The upstream end of a wake attaches to the

trailing edge of the rotor blades, thus maintaining
The wake model used for Periodic Inversion is continuity with the hound vorticity on the rotor surfaces.

based on Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM), which The downstream end theoretically extends to infinity for
combines vortex particles with an analytical near 'eld steady flight, but in practice the free wake model must be
correction. The ANM model is a recent deveiopment in of finite length followed by a semi-infinite prescribed far
free wake modeling that provides a 500% gain in wake. At high advance ratios, the absence of the
efficiency over the BCVE model while maintaining a extension has a negligible effect, but at low advance
comparable level of accuracy The ANM model has been ratios and hover the induced velocities of the extensior
previously applied to a ti- :. vrc•,hing wake dynamics are important. The ANM model recently incorporated at
code, and compares favoraly l the BCVE model [6). efficient procedure for including this semi-infini.(
In brief, the inexpensive ,?rtt-x articles are used alone extension based upon a similar approach developed fo
for the majority of th,. - .oity evaluations. An the BCVE model [8). Copies of the last turn of freo
artificially large core radius efat :, used in (2) to smooth wake are appended to the free wake as shown in Figure 2
the near-field discrztization errors, but the core effect is The spacing of the added turns is given by the convectio
local so the velocity contributions oL points not vector rs, which is an average of the collocation poir
immediately nearby (effectively the far field) are displacements over the last turn of free wake. Eac
accurately represented. Points of evaluation in the near element in the last turn of free wake thus becomes
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semi-infinite row of elements. The ANM far-wake P (W + n2T= Pi (y
extension uses only the fat core particle contribution, as
the uncertainty in the exact extension geometry does not n = +/- 1,2,...
support the use of the thin core near-field correction. The
exact velocity induced by a semi-infinite row in the far- Eq. (5) represents the periodic boundary conuitions
field extension is given in Eq. (3). necessary for finding the ideal time-independent, steady-

state periodic wake structure.

V=-17 (r,+mrs[) X +A (3) In the above discussion, some liberty was taken
47Eo ( I r,+mrs 2 + E2)' in advance to define the collocation points in a non-

Lagrangian sense. Since vorticity evolves with material
Provided that the distance to the point of evaluation is elements in the fluid, the traditional use of collocation
considerably greater than the element spacing, the sum points has been as Lagrangian markers, i.e. points on a
can be accurately approximated as an integral. This vortex filament that convect with the fluid. Typically,
results in the working form of the far-wake extension the filaments are modeled with a finite length, so that at
velocity given in Eq. (4), where M is the finite number each time step a new Lagrangian collocation point is
of particle velocities used before the integral added at the point where the free vortex separates from the
approximation is applied. blade. This collocation point convects downstream with

the filament over time, and is removed when it reaches
M the end of the free-wake portion of the filament. As

V (r,+mr5) x As such, the Lagrangian collocation points do not represent
4r /)c a set of variables that behave periodically. After each
=" 0 (IIrv+mr( 2 + revolution, the points have cor.vected downstrezm or

(4) have been removed entirely. They do not return to their
positions at the previous revolution. It remains to

p (r,+mr.)xAs dm redefine the collocation points as variables with the
proper periodic behavior.

4It (I r,+mri 2 +
2 In the geometric sense, a vortex filament is

described as a space curve of two variables, R(s,t), where
s is some general arc length parameter and t is time. InThe far-wake extension does not increase the number of general, collocation points represent discrete locations on

collocation points in the w-ke, and is essentially a the curve at constant values of the arc length parameter as
modified element form used for the last turn of free wake. Pi(t) = R(si,t). The Lagrangian collocation points may
The extension has been analytically linearized consistent be defined at values of the specific parameterization
with the primary ANM model. R(SL,t), where SL physically corresponds to the time that

the collocation points are introduced at the upstream end
of the filament. This will be referred to as the Lagrangian

PERIODIC WAKE STRUCTURE parameterization. It is now possible to define a new
parameter defining the age of a Lagrangian collocation

Under general transient flight conditions, a rotor point as sg-= t - sL, which is the difference between the
wake is unsteady, and transient solutions must be found current time and the time that the point was introduced
by time integration. As such, the collocation point into the fluid. Thus SA will be defined as the age
variables P1 = (pxi, pyi, pzi) may be described as parameter. Note that a vortex filament has a constant
functions of time Pi(t). However, as steady state flight range of age, SA, starting at zero at the blade and
conditions such as hover and steady forward flight are increasing to some maximum value defined by its length.
achieved, an ideal solution emerges which is periodic and that each Lagrangian point varies in age over this full
with respect to the azimuthal angle xV. Assume that the range. A periodic set of variables can be defined by using
inverse relationship t = t(xV) is known, which is trivial age as the arc length parameter R(SA,t). A collocation
for the case of constant angular velocity of the rotors. point defined at a constant age value, Pi(t) = R(SAi,t),
The collocation points may then be described as Pi(V). does return to the same location each period under steady-
In steady-state flight, a rotor wake is still unsteady in state conditions. For example, a point with a constant
time, but is ideally periodic with respect to the rotor age of zero will always be located at the blade release
azimuth ,iV. Let the coordinate system be nonrotating and point, and will return with the blade to the same position
fixed at the blade hub. Then for any given value of W the at each revolution. It is these constant-age collocation
collocation points are periodic as: points, not the I igrangian collocation points, that were
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used in the discussion of Eq. (5). The relationship dRi = aR+ (R8
between the two descriptions is illustrated in Figure. 4. dt aSA (t

A further parametric generalization which has where aR/aSA represents evolution tangent to the
not yet been attempted is worth mention. It appears filament, and DR/Dt is non-Lagrangian convective
possible to define an arc length parameter that is periodic evolution. The subscript index i represents the filament
and also allows local element refinement. Element discretization into the collocation point variables. Note
refinement refers to increasing the vortex element density that if the induced (Biot-Savart) velocity is zero, Eq. (8)
in regions where the added resolution is required, and is becomes the one-dimensional wave eouation that simply

analogous to local mesh refinement in grid-based CFD describes the propagation of a disturbance along the

methods. For example, in forward flight the advancing filament.
and trailing sides of the wake (,q=90,270) are
characterized by strong vortex roll-up, while the central The filament is now written in the form R(SA,t)
portion of the wake (y=0,18 0 ) is relatively benign. RO(SAt) + r(SAJ), where Ro(SAt) is prescribed over a
Increasing the element density on the advancing and = riod, + r(sA,t) where RsAtis prection over a
trailing sides could lead to solution efficiencies with full period, and r(sA,t) is a perturbative correction to be
respect to maintaining overall consistency in the found. Further, expand the velocity V about R0 to
accuracy. For illustration, such refinement can be linear order in a Taylor series with respect to the
achieved by the following parametric generalization: collocation points. Making these substitutions in Eq.

(8) and collecting the known terms on the right hand side

S= SA +a Sin (2 Q sA) (6) results in the following expression:

N
where ý2 is the blade angular velocity and a is a constant _ 8ri v V = -R 0 • ORo,
defining the strength of the local refinement. + LS --t" rk = Vo- --•2-\R + -L--t (9)

3SA at kj \~o a at/

One further aspect of periodic wakes is the
symmetry introduced by multiple blades. As a result of where the summation is over all collocation points at a
the wake being in a periodic steady-state condition, the specific instant in time. Equation (9) describes thewake trailed from each blade is a phased copy of all other instantaneous wake velocity. It is a linearizedblade wtaes. Given B blades uniformly spaced around approximation to Eq. (8), where the nonlinearity arosethe hub, the wake can be exactly defined by 1/B blade from the Biot-Savart velocity. The wake is discretized inrevolutions. Thus, to describe a single-blade wake, 36O: both the temporal and spatial coordinates. Temporalrevoflzutions.Thus, ae reqrired. E inglthe-mdel t, discretization is achieved by dividing the rotor period intoo f azim u th are req u ired . E x ten d in g the m o d e l to tw oa n u b r o i te v l , yp c ly f eq l az m h l
blades doubles the number of vortex elements, but halves a number of intervals, typically of equal azimuthal
the interval needed to 1 0 " if azimuth. Using the multi- increments. Spatial resolution regards the number of
blade symmetry results in the solution time increasing elements or collocation points used to describe eachoylierywith the number of blades. vortex filament. Equation (9) is evaluated at each
only linearly wazimuthal increment. The velocity and its derivatives are

calculated from the Biot-Savart law applied to the
PERIODIC INVERSION METHOD prescribed filament at that azimuth, and the partial

derivatives are approximated using finite differencing

The basic descriptions for both periodic which couples the temporal intervals. Applying the

inversion and traditional time marching come from the periodicity condition (5) results in a closed linear system

total time derivative of the parametric filament of the form Ar = b. A simple example of this is found

description R(st) given by: by considering the first order equation with a periodic
boundary condition given in Eq. (10). Using three

dRaR ds + intervals over the period T and backward differencing for
S(7) the derivative term results in the closed linear system

dt as dt at shown in Eq. (11).

where the total derivative dR/dt is the Lagrangian * + f(t)x g(t), x(t+T) x(t) (20)
velocity V as found by the Biot-Savart law. For the
Lagrangian parameterization, dslJdt = 0 and Eq. (7) f
reduces to the simple kinematic relationship dR = V dt l+ftAt 0 -1 x gi
which is the basis for time-marching integration -1 l+fl& 0 x- - g2& (11)
approaches. In the age parameterization, dsA/dt = I and I 9
Eq. (7) becomes: 0 l+faz x3  9g
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As Eq. (9) is a linear approximation to a
nonlinear problem, iterative refinement is necessary to =+ r(.nll)
achieve satisfactory convergence. The solution proceeds 2 2"

by improving the prescribed wake as RO(n+l) = RO(n) + [ 2

r(n) where the perturbative correction is found from r(n) LR,) + 2 ( 0 R + (,2-1) RO' v2) .1
= A-l(n)b(n). The periodicity condition (5) ensures that N
each iteration results in a periodic structure. The vector + -" + v-r -- (1.v)--.-_-r][
b is a measure of residual, and libil -- 0 at convergence, II . +
which can be seen by recognizing that the terms on the k-1 0

right of Eq. (9) are from the total derivative of the r + v1
prescribed wake R0. + At [VOL +(vVoi + (1-v)V0 1 )] (12)2

The first exception is the first collocation point on each
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION filament. This point is assumed fixed to the blade, so

"that its kinematic motion is prescribed and provides a
The implementation of the periodic inversion boundary condition. The second exception is the last

approach involves two general topics: the specific point on each filament. An upwind difference scheme
numerical methods used to solve the problem, and the from Warming and Beam is used which is also second-
programming considerations. The numerical methods order accurate [12, p.103]. The resulting equation is
define the evaluation of the velocity terms in Eq. (9), the given in Eq. (13).
finite differencing approach used to generate the
coefficient arrays A and b, and the solution of the
resulting linear system. The velocity V0 and its i'= - (.e rj-.) + v (r`)( 2e'.1 +j.)

derivative DV/ARO are functions of the vortically induced 2

velocity, although V0 also includes the constant free- - R~i + (2-v)(v-1) Rn-. + vv-2) R".I - I--) r2•l
stream velocity. For each azimuthal step in the period, [ 2 2 .1
the prescribed Aake RO is used to define the N 1-t

instantaneous wake configuration. Specifically, the +At_ _ r" +vV .• '- I +
ANM method described earlier is used for the evaluation + [.-1 -R-k k / R, + (I-v)aR--
of the velocity and velocity derivatives. k-1 ,k'

The finite differencing scheme used must be + At[V- +(vVO. + (1-v)V8i)j (13)
consistent with the hyperbolic nature of Eq. (8). Further, 2
it should be chosen to provide an advantageous structure
for the coefficient matrix A. The internal structure of A The apparent complexity of Eqs. (12) and (13) hides
affects both the storage requirements and the solution some simple rewards. When v = 1, the Lagrangian and
procedure used for its inversion, which are important constant age collocation points are coincident, with one
considerations due to the potential size of the linear point being added for each azimuthal increment of the
system. The scalar rank of A is given by (3$N*K)fB, blade. In this case, the truncation errors of both
where N is the number of vortex elements in the wake, B difference schemes are zero and no dispersion or
is the number of blades, and K is the number of dissipation error is introduced. Also for v = 1, in the
azimuthal steps per period. For example, a two-bladed absence of a velocity field, both (12) and (13) reduce to
rotor trailing tip vortices with five turns of free wake Ron + r = Ror*'+ r-, which simply represents the
each using a 10* step size would result in nearly 20,000 O' + R 1

simultaneous equations, and could require almost propagation of a disturbance along the filament,
400,000,000 array elements if A were full (fortunately it recovering the solution to the linear wave equation.

is not). This difference scheme results in the coefficient

With two exceptions, the finite difference matrix A having a periodic block bi-diagonal structure,
"scheme used at the collocation points is the Lax- which is analogous to the form shown in Eq. (11) with
Wendroff method [12, p.101) which is second-order the scalar elements replaced by block matrices. The main
accurate in both space and time. The velocity terms are diagonal and lower diagonal blocks are fully populated, as
treated as the average between the two time steps used for is the upper right corner block, while the remaining

the derivative terms, which represents trapezoidal blocks are zero. Each row of blocks corresponds to one

integration of the velocity. The resulting difference azimuthal rotor step. The sparsity of the matrix results
equation for (9) is given in Eq. (12), where the CFL in an array storage requirement of (18*K*N 2 )/B, which
number is given by V = At/ASA. for the previous example would result in roughly
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40,000,000 elements, about an order of magnitude less points, a larger step size is attempted to speed the overall
than if A were full. The linear system is solved using a curve generation.
modification of PBTRIP, a subroutine developed for the
solution of periodic block tri-diagonal systems without a
pivoting strategy [12, p.55 1). The modification removed RESULTS
the usage of the upper diagonal blocks, which reduced the
array size and improved the execution speed. However To illustrate the method, a rotor wake was
even though the matrix is sparse and an efficient solution converged at hover, and then the advance ratio was
procedure is available, the size of the system can be increased into the range of low speed flight where time-
formidable even for supercomputers. A possible future marching approaches are applicable. The model used two
effort will be to re-cast the problem in terms of a Floquet tip vortices to approximate the wake of a twin-bladed
analysis rather than as a linear system of equations. This rotor with a 20 ft. radius revolving at 286 rpm. Each
would have three benefits. First, the size of the problem filament extended for four turns of free wake using 24
would be reduced from (3*N*K)/B linear equations to elements per turn (150 azimuthal spacing). This resulted
3*N coupled ODE's, at the expense of calculating a time-' , in 194 collocation points, 6985 simultaneous equations,
dependent coefficient matrix for the Floquet analysis. and required 8.13 Mword of storage for A. The initial
Second, the eigenvalues of the linearized problem are convergence at hover was achieved by starting at a low
readily found from the Floquet solution, allowing the thrust coefficient of Ct = 0.001 and then increasing it at
opportunity to study the stability of wake solutions at hover to the final value of Ct = 0.003, which was then
low advance ratios and hover. Third, Floquet analysis is held constant as the advance ratio increased. The tip path
used in studying blade structural dynamics (13]. This plane angle was defined as TPP = 100*1.1 (in degrees) so
invites the integrated coupling of the solid and fluid that at P = 0.05, TPP = 5'. The specific performance
mechanics of the overall aeroelastic problem. curve followed is given in Figure 5, which indicates the

individual points found on the curve. The small step
The program written for Periodic Inversion sizes in the range 0.025<1s<0.03 were required by the

represents about 10,0030 lines of FORTRAN, roughly rapid change in the wake in this region as discussed
half of which are comments. Half of the program is the below. Convergence at each performance point was
linearizing ANM code which is in the form of a modular defined by an rms collocation point displacement between
library, and which is also used by a time-marching wake iterations of less than 0.05% of the rotor radius.
dynamics code. The program was developed under a
UNIX environment, and is being run on a Cray Y-MP at The advance from hover to forward flight is
the North Carolina Supercomputing Center. The illustrated in Figures 6 to 13, which show isometric
primary program task is to converge a wake for a specific views of the wake. The far-wake extension is shown
set of performance variables such as advance ratio gi, appended to the last turn of free wake, which is why the
thrust coefficient CL, and tip path plane angle TPP. This wake does not appear to evolve downstream of the fourth
inner convergence loop repeatedly iterates the solution in turn. However, at any advance ratio except hover, the
the manner described in the previous section. wake does continue to evolve downstream into a diffuse
Convergence is defined as a maximum allowable rms vortex pair similar to the contrails of fixed-wing aircraft-
displacement of all collocation points between two The computational burden of capturing this convolution
successive iterations. The solution can be used as an places a practical limit on the number of turns of free
initial condition for restarts at different flight conditions, wake that can be modeled. Even so, the correct behavior
or as an initial condition for time-marching studies for is apparent at the higher advance ratios which show the
comparison of the methods. roll-up along the advancing and retreating edges of the

wake. It should be noted that the same results were
The generation of performance curve data is an found in the opposite direction by reducing the advance

advantage of periodic inversion, and an outer loop of the ratio from forward flight to hover.
program allows the solution to follow a performance
curve. By selecting points on the performance curve F(- the range 0<i<0.025, the wake is
which are linearly close together, converged wakes at approximately a skewed helix, but a distinct

* each point can be found with one or very few periodic transformation occurs for 0.025<z.t<0.03 as the roll up
inversions. At present gt, Ct and TPP can be on the advancing and retreating sides develops rapidly.
simultaneously varied in a prescribed manner. The Above g. = 0.03 the roll up is essentially developed and
program maintains an active control over the variable further changes are in large due to the free stream
step sizes. If the solution at a new point is not convecting the wake further behind the rotor disk. The
converging, the step size is reduced and the solution at a specific transition values of p± will in general depend on
closer point on the curve is started. Also, if the the thrust coefficient and other wake parameters. Due to
solution is converging rapidly at several concurrent the nonlinearity of the problem it is interesting to

"speculate on the number, stability, and uniqueness of
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solutions. The roll up may represent a transition from CONCLUSIONS
an increasingly unstable "helical- structure to a more
stable configuration. It is interesting to note that several A new approach for the calculation of rotor free
other twin-bladed wake models were attempted with wakes has been developed which guarantees periodically
variations in the free-wake length, element density and steady-state solutions by enforcing periodic boundary
thrust coefficient. They all required fine time steps near conditions over 1/B rotor revolutions, where B is the
this transition region, suggesting that the rapid transition number of rotor blades. The method is based on
to roll-up is physically correct. Certainly the transition developing a system of collocation points with periodic
must occur to evolve the wake from the sy.imetry -1f behavior, as opposed to the Lagrangian descriptio,! used
hover to the familiar roll-up of forward flight, although in time-marching approaches. The vortically inducet
the abruptness of the transition is surprising, velocities determined from the Biot-Savart law are

linearized, and the wake dynamics over a full period are
Given the possibility of several solutions to a written in a linear perturbation form. The recently

nonlinear system, it must be questioned if the ones found developed Analytical/Numerical Matching (ANM) wake
by Periodic Inversion are unique and physically model is used to define the discrete wake model. The
meaningful. An exhaustive answer to this issue would ANM model has been analytically linearized providing a
involve a comprehensive parameter study and stability straight-forward extension to Periodic Inversion. A new
analysis, which is beyond the present scope. Some far-wake extension, which accounts for the semi-infinite
promising evidence that the solutions are unique is domain of the wake, has been developed for this method
provided by checking the results with time-marching and incorporated into the ANM model. The resulting
solutions of the same wake model. The solutions found problem takes the form of a large linear system of
by Periodic Inversion at several intermediate advance algebraic equations which is inverted for the perturbative
ratios were used as initial conditions for time marching correction vector. As this is a linear approximation to a
solutions, which were allowed to integrate the solution nonlinear problem, iterative refinement is typically
for 40 blade revolutions to examine the convergence required to reach convergence.
behavior To converge, time-marching typically needs to
proceed through slightly more revolutions than the A primary advantage of Periodic Inversion is
number of turns of free wake, Thus 40 revolutions were that it provides the means to study wake dynamics at all
chosen to conservatively test the stability of the time- advance ratios, including hover. Low advance ratios have
marching solutions. The convergence results are given previously been unattainable for traditional time-
in Figure 14, which presents the rms difference of the marching approaches due to poor convergence behavior.
collocation points between the initial condition from the The new method has shown that the wake maintains a
periodic solution and the value found by time marching roughly helical structure from hover up to some lower
after each revolution. At advance ratios above the bound on the advance ratio. As the advance ratio is
transition region (jit > 0.03), the time-marching solutions increased from this lower bound through a narrow
reach a steady state which is essentially the same as transition region, the wake quickly evolves into the
found by Periodic Inversion. The small but constant rms familiar roll-up configuration characteristic of forward
difference is attributable to the different numerical flight. At advance ratios above the transition region, the
schemes of the two approaches. The solution within the wake maintains the roll-up form and does not
transition region (ji = 0.025) is seen to oscillate about qualitatively change. Comparison with time-marching
the periodic solution with increasing amplitude as the solutions show excellent agreement for wakes above the
integration proceeds, and is tending toward divergence at roll-up transition. Wakes within and below the
the end of the run. The solution at g± = 0.02 is below the transition region prove difficult for time-marching to
transition region and also oscillates about the periodic converge, but there is evidence that the periodic solution
solution for roughly 10 revolutions, but then rapidly provides a correct mean wake structure about which time-
diverges. These results suggest three things: first, that marching solutions oscillate.
the periodic and time-marching solutions are essentially
identical at advance ratios above the roll-up transition. Periodic Inversion also provides the means to
Second, the helical wake structures below the transition generate performance curve data. Wake variables such as
region are correct in the mean sense. They provide a advance ratio, thrust coefficient and tip path plane angle
wake configuration about which the transient solution can all be varied between iterations of the method.
"oscillates before being overwhelmed by the perturbations. Points on a performance curve which are linearally close
Finally, this reinforces the idea that the helical structure together can be incrementally found with one or very few
is less s~able than the post-transition roll-up structure, iterations. This approach was used in the present study
providing a quantitative lower limit for the application of for two purposes. First, the wake was converged at
time-marching solutions. hover by incrementing the thrust coefficient from 0.001

to 0.003. The thrust coefficient was then held constant
as the advance ratio and tip path plane angle were
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increased. The pre- and post-transition range of the 5. Bliss, D. B., Wachspress, D. A., and
advance ratio were easily solved with a fairly large step Quackenbush, T. R., "A New Approach to the
size. Within the transition region, a much finer step size Free Wake Problem for Hovering Rotors," Proc.
was required to capture the rapid change in the wake of the 41st Annual Forum of the American
structure. Future work should address the robustness of Helicopter Society, May 1985.
the method in this region, as well as investigate the
general character of the solution stability. 6. Bliss, D. B., and Miller, W. 0., "Efficient Free

Wake Calculations Using Analytical/Numerical
There are unique ana promising upportunities Mntching and Fa--Field Linearization," Proc. of

for further extensions of the method. A generalization of the 45th Annual Forum of the American
the periodic variable description will allow the vortex Helicopter Society, Boston, MA, May 1989.
element density to be increased in regions of strong
vortex interactions, such as the advancing and retreating 7. Bliss, D. B., and Miller, W. 0., "Vortex
side roll up. This will allow a more efficient overall Filament Calculations by Analytical/Numerical
wake model without compromising accuracy. Coupling' Matching with Comparison to Other Methods,"
the wake dynamics with blade and body panel methods Presented at the AIAA 9th Computational Fluid
will allow an integrated approach to include both blade Dynamics Conference, Buffalo, NY, June 13-
lift and interactional aerodynamics. This results from the 15, 1989.
generalization of the linear system to include the lifting
and non-lifting body panel equations. It appears possible 8. Bliss, D. B., Teske, M. E., and Quackenbush,
to incorporate the blade dynamics into the method as T. R.,"A New Methodology for Free Wake
well. Analysis Using Curved Vortex Elements,"

NASA CR 3958, Dec. 1987.
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Figure 1: Full span rotor wake modeled wAith constant
strength vor-tex filaments

' R Figure 3: ANM far-wake extension model
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the ANM.wake
model used for timne marching and Periodic Inverson.
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Figure 5: Performance curve used to follow wake
evolution from hover to ý± 0.05.

Figure7: Periodic wake at p 0.01 Figure 8 Periodic wake atg=0.02
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Figure 10: Periodic wake at ý± 0.0275

Figure 9: Periodic wake at A± 0.025
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Figure 12: Periodic wake at pt= 0.03
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Figure 13: periodic wake at gi 0.05
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Figure 14: RMIS convergence history of time-marching

wake dynamics with respect to periodic solution.
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